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INTRODUCTION
Cinemagic has developed a new resource called Having the Confidence to Say NO. The resource is for
primary teachers to use with P7 pupils. The resource consists of a series of six lessons with supporting
materials. The lessons encourage pupils to explore and discuss difficult situations they may find themselves
in. The lessons provide opportunities for pupils to think about how being in certain situations presents a risk
to their personal safety and to consider the possible consequences of their actions. Pupils are encouraged
to reflect and talk about the decisions they might make and the reasons for making them. The lessons help
pupils to understand that saying no in certain situations is the ‘right’ decision to make and to give pupils
the confidence to say no.
The aim of the lessons is to enable pupils to gain the confidence to say no when peers or others may try
to influence them to participate in activities, which may have negative consequences for others, their
communities, environment and themselves.

•
•

PUPILS COULD ALSO SHOW THEIR FILMS TO THE WHOLE SCHOOL
THE RESOURCE COULD ALSO BE USED AS A SHARED EDUCATION PROJECT

We would like to thank teachers, pupils and principals from the following primary schools for participating in
the workshops and supporting the development of this resource:
•

Tannaghmore Primary School, Lurgan

•

Holy Cross Girls’ Primary School, Belfast

•

Holy Trinity Primary School, Belfast

•

Moyle Primary School, Larne

•

Scoil Na Furseioge, Belfast

•

Forthill Primary School, Lisburn

•

St Bernard’s Primary School, Glengormley

•

St Francis Primary School, Lurgan
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Overview of Lessons
The resource consists of six lessons of approximately 1 hour. Teachers may wish to spend more time on
some of the lessons for example, when filming and editing. Teachers are advised to review, plan and adapt
lessons to meet the needs of their pupils. The lessons could also be taught back to back over two or three
days. In lesson 5 teachers may need the support of a colleague(s) to manage and supervise filming outside
the classroom.
The lessons are:

LESSON
LESSON
LESSON
LESSON
LESSON
LESSON

1
2
3
4
5
6

MAKING DECISIONS
MINDFULNESS
INTRODUCTION TO FILM MAKING
PLANNING AND CREATING A STORY
LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION
EDITING

Northern Ireland Curriculum Links
The lessons are aligned to the Northern Ireland Primary Curriculum. The lessons use enquiry based active
teaching and learning methods. They provide a range of opportunities to develop pupils’ knowledge,
understanding, skills and attitudes and dispositions. Although the lessons were designed for teaching
through Personal Development and Mutual Understanding they could also be taught through for example,
English, RE, Drama. The following section illustrates examples of possible curriculum connections.
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Personal Development and Mutual Understanding
In particular, the lessons support teaching and learning around the PD&MU strands, themes and statements
of minimum requirement listed in Table 1.
Table 1.

Strand One – Personal Understanding and Health
Theme

Statement of Minimum Requirement:

Theme 1: Developing Self-Awareness

Pupils should be enabled to explore their selfesteem, self-confidence and how they develop
as individuals

Theme 2: Feelings and Emotions

Pupils should be enabled to explore their
management of a range of feelings and emotions
and the feelings and emotions of others

Theme 4a: Safety

Pupils should be enabled to explore ways of coping
safely and efficiently with their environment

Strand Two: Mutual Understanding in the Local and Wider Community
Theme 5: Relationships

Pupils should be enabled to explore how to initiate
and develop mutually satisfying relationships

Theme 6: Rules, Rights and Responsibilities

Pupils should be enabled to explore human
rights and social responsibility

Skills, Attitudes and Dispositions
Table 2 below provides examples of the opportunities provided in the lessons to develop pupils’ skills,
attitudes and dispositions. Table 2.
Table 2.

Cross-Curricular Skills

Thinking Skills and Personal
Capabilities

Attitudes and
Dispositions

Digital Skills/Using ICT

Thinking, Problem-Solving and
Decision-Making

Self-confidence

Communication Skills

Being Creative

Concern for others

Working with Others

Openness to new ideas

Self-Management

Personal responsibility
Moral courage
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iMovie Supporting Resources
iMovie for iPad Tutorial 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_h3GYBZj74
iMovie Help for iPad https://help.apple.com/imovie/ipad/2.2.8/#/knae593d39ca
Powerpoint iMovie App Help Update 2019

Lesson 1. Planning: Making Decisions

Prior Learning

Pupils should have prior knowledge and understanding about:
•
Self-Awareness – influences on their behaviour
•
Expressing emotions and feelings in a safe and positive way
•
Respecting the views of others
•
Safety – peer pressure

Learning
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
•
Discuss and provide examples of decisions they have made
•
Understand what makes ‘good’ and ‘bad’ decisions
•
Discuss and give examples of influences on their decision making
•
Ask questions to explore and develop ideas
•
Make a positive contribution to group work
Pupils will have opportunities to develop the following examples of,
Communication Skills, Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:

Skills and Personal Communication Skills
•
Contribute comments, ask questions and respond to others’
Capability Focus
points of view
•
Listen to and take part in discussions
Thinking, Problem-Solving and Decision Making
•
Justify their decisions

Attitudes and
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop attitudes and dispositions such as:
•
Self-reflection
•
Self-Confidence
•
Moral Courage

Resources

Resource Template: My Five Decisions
Flip chart paper and different coloured markers
Post-its
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Lesson 1. Making Decisions
Lesson Stage Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies
Teachers can explain this is the first of 6 lessons and they are going to
learning about mindfulness, making decisions and using iPads and iMovie app to
make a short film.

Launch

Teachers could then discuss examples of decisions that we make every day –
these could include what clothes to wear, what to have for breakfast, what to
watch on television. The teacher could explain that most of the time we do not
think too much about these decisions.
Teachers could ask pupils
•
Do you agree/disagree with this?
•
Should we think more about the decisions we make? Why?
Today we are going to explore some of the decisions we make and think about
why we make these decisions.

Activities

Activity 1. Making Decisions
1. Individually
2. Use the template – My Five Decisions
3. Pupils write down five decisions that were easy to make, give at least one
reason why they made that decision and explain if it was a good or a bad decision.
4. Class discussion
Prompt questions - What makes a decision good or bad?
If you had the chance to change any of your decisions which would you change? Why?
Activity 2. What Makes a Decision Good or Bad?
1. In pairs
2. Use post it notes
3. Each pair writes down a few points on a post-it on what make a
decision good or bad.
4. Class discussion– encourage pupils to ask questions of others
Activity 3. Who or What are the Most Important Influences on the Decisions
You Make?
1. In groups of three or four
2. Use flip chart paper and draw a mind map of who or what influences your
decision making
3. Ask pupils to put a number from 1 being the least influential, to 5 being the
most influential beside each influence
4. Class discussion
Prompt questions - Are you sometimes influenced to make a decision to do
something that you would not normally do?
In what ways can these influence you when making decisions? Are they good
or bad influences?

Debrief

Class discussion - Prompt questions
Do you think you are good/bad at making decisions? Why
Can you become better at making decisions? How?
Why is it important to think about the decisions you might make?
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Lesson 2. Planning: Lesson 2.
Mindfulness-Breathing Techniques

Prior Learning

Pupils should have prior knowledge and understanding about:
•
Self-Awareness – influences on their behaviour
•
Expressing emotions and feelings in a safe and positive way
•
Respecting the views of others
•
Safety – peer pressure

Learning
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
•
Discuss how they feel in difficult situations
•
Practise breathing techniques
•
be aware of their emotions, feelings and thoughts
•
Express their emotions, feelings and thoughts
Pupils will have opportunities to develop the following examples of,
Communication Skills, Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:

Skills and Personal Being Creative
•
Challenge the routine method
Capability Focus
•
Value the unexpected or surprising
Self-Management
Manage their behaviour in a range of situations

Attitudes and
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop attitudes and dispositions such as:
•
Self-reflection
•
Self-Confidence
•
Moral Courage

Resources

Mindfulness Teacher Notes for Lesson 2
Mindfulness Breathing Techniques
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Lesson 2. Mindfulness - Breathing Techniques
Lesson Stage Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch

Teachers can introduce the lesson by asking pupils if they have been a
situation where they feel upset, stressed or angry. Encourage pupils to give
examples of their experiences and how they feel and think in this situation.
How do they deal with these types of situation? How do you cope. How do
you calm down? The teacher can discuss mindfulness and techniques which
you can use to help cope with these difficult situations. Mindfulness is when
you are aware of yourself, your thoughts and emotions. Mindfulness is about
focusing your thoughts on the present – Now.

Activities

Use the Mindfulness booklet and select some breathing exercises to do with pupils

Debrief

Class discussion
Prompt questions
What happens when your emotions take over?
How did you feel doing the breathing exercises?
Would they be a good way of helping you cope in a difficult situation or if you
had a difficult decision to make. How would breathing techniques help you?
Would you like to practise mindfulness in other lessons?

Encourage pupils to
give examples of their
experiences and how
they feel and think in
this situation.
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Lesson 3. Planning: Introduction to Film Making

Prior Learning

Preferably pupils will have experience of using iPads and basic functions

Learning
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
•
Discuss what is involved in making a film
•
Explore using the iPad and iMovie by taking different camera still
shots around the classroom
•
Explain what different types of camera shots are used for
•
Make a positive contribution to group work
Pupils will have opportunities to develop the following examples of,
Using ICT Skills, Communication Skills, Thinking Skills and Personal
Capabilities:

Using ICT Skills
Create, develop, present and publish ideas and information responsibly
using a range of digital media and manipulate a range of assets to
Skills and Personal produce multimedia product.

Capability Focus

Communication Skills
•
Listen to and take part in discussions
•
Communicate information, ideas, opinions, feelings and imaginings,
using an expanding vocabulary
TS&PC Being Creative
Experiment with ideas and questions;

Attitudes and
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop attitudes and dispositions such as:
•
Self Confidence
•
Openness to new ideas
•
Curiosity

Resources

Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre power point presentation –
Film Making iPads with iMovie
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Lesson 3. Introduction to Film Making
Lesson Stage Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch

Teachers could start the lesson by asking pupils about their favourite films
and do they ever think about how the films were made. They could explain to
pupils that they are going to learn about what is involved in making a film and
get some ideas about using iMovie and taking different camera shots and story
boarding. This is a way of putting their ideas down for their story.

Activities

Teachers can use the Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre power point Introduction to Making a Film This includes teacher notes.

Debrief

Class discussion
Slide 29
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Lesson 4. Planning:
Planning and Creating a Story

Prior Learning

Pupils should have prior knowledge and understanding about:
•
Self-Awareness – influences on their behaviour
•
Expressing emotions and feelings in a safe and positive way
•
Respecting the views of others
•
Safety – peer pressure

Learning
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
•
Discuss the different stages of film making
•
Plan and organise work
•
Work collaboratively to create a story
•
Explain why it is important to say no
Pupils will have opportunities to develop the following examples of,
Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:
Self-Management
•
Organise and plan how to go about a task
•
Seek advice when necessary

Skills and Personal
Work with Others
Capability Focus
•
•

Listen actively and share ideas
Understand how actions and words affect others

Problem Solving and Decision Making
•
Justify methods, opinions and conclusions
•
Examine options and weigh up pro’s and con’s

Attitudes and
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop attitudes and dispositions such as:
•
Self Confidence
•
Concern for others
•
Moral courage
Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre power point presentation –
L4. Planning and Creating a Story Resource Sheets

Resources
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2a.
2b.
2c.
3.
4.
5.

Planning: What Will Our Story Be About?
Making Decisions – We chose this story because
Making Decisions – Thinking about consequences
Planning: Where, Who, What?
Planning: Story Key points
Story Board Template
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Lesson 4. Planning and Creating a Story
Lesson Stage Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch

Teachers can use the Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre power point – L4.
Planning and Creating a Story. Use Slide 1 to discuss the different stages of
film making and today they will be working in groups and each group will create
a story for the film.
Use Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre power point –
L4. Planning and Creating a Story

Activities

Slide 3. To help pupils think about the decisions they make and to give reasons for
their decisions use resource sheets:
2a. Planning: What Will Our Story Be About?
2b. Making Decisions – We chose this story because
2c. Making Decisions – Thinking about consequences
Slide 4. To help pupils plan their work use resource sheets:
3. Planning: Where, Who, What?
4. Story Key points

Debrief

Class discussion
Slide 6
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Lesson 5. Planning: Lights, Camera, Action

Prior Learning

Pupils should have prior knowledge and understanding about:
•
Expressing emotions and feelings in a safe and positive way
•
Respecting the views of others
•
Safety – peer pressure

Learning
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
•
Use an iPad to make film
•
Develop routines of turn-taking, sharing and co-operating
•
Take personal responsibility for work with others
•
Learn from and value other people’s ideas
Pupils will have opportunities to develop the following examples of,
Using ICT Skills, Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:
Using ICT
•
Create, develop, present and publish ideas and information
responsibly using a range of digital media and manipulate a range
of assets to produce multimedia product.

Skills and Personal
Work with Others
Capability Focus
•
•

Develop routines of turn-taking, sharing and co-operating
Take personal responsibility for work with others

Being Creative
•
Learn from and value other people’s ideas
•
Make ideas real by experimenting with different designs, actions,
and outcomes

Attitudes and
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop attitudes and dispositions such as:
•
Self Confidence
•
Resourcefulness
•
Flexibility
For this lesson you will probably need the assistance of a colleague
or colleagues. You will may need someone to help you manage and
supervise the groups when filming outside the classroom.

Resources
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Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre power point presentation –
L5. Lights, Camera, Action
iPads
Costumes/props
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Lesson 5. Lights, Camera, Action
Lesson Stage Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies
Launch

Teachers can use the Cinemagic/Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre power
point 5 – Lights, Camera, Action Slide 2, check if pupils are ready to make their film.

Use the Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre power point 5 –
Lights, Camera, Action
Activities

Debrief

Slide 3. Discuss key points to remind pupils about making a film.
Slide 4. Remind pupils how to set AE/AF Lock when videoing.
Manage and supervise groups outside the classroom when making the film.
Class discussion
Slide 5
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Lesson 6. Planning: Editing
Activities in this lesson will enable pupils to use some basic iMovie editing techniques which will allow pupils
to produce a video story with music. There are many more editing tools available on iMovie which you may
wish to explore in the you tube tutorial or online guide.

Prior Learning

Pupils should have prior knowledge and understanding about:
•
Expressing emotions and feelings in a safe and positive way
•
Respecting the views of others
•
Safety – peer pressure

Learning
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
•
Use an iPad to edit and produce film
•
Give and respond to feedback
•
Take personal responsibility for work with others
•
Make ideas real by experimenting with different designs, actions,
and outcomes
•
Develop the confidence to say No in challenging situations
Pupils will have opportunities to develop the following examples of,
Communication Skills Using ICT Skills, Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities:
Communication Skills
•
Contribute comments, ask questions and respond to others’ points
of view;
•
Communicate information, ideas, opinions, feelings and imaginings,
using an expanding vocabulary;
Using ICT
Create, develop, present and publish ideas and information
responsibly using a range of digital media and manipulate a range
of assets to produce multimedia product.

Skills and Personal •
Capability Focus

Work with Others
•
Be fair
•
Listen actively and share opinions.
Being Creative
•
Learn from and value other people’s ideas
•
Make ideas real by experimenting with different designs, actions,
and outcomes

Attitudes and
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop attitudes and dispositions such as:
•
Self Confidence
•
Integrity/Moral Courage
•
Personal Responsibility

Resources

Cinemagic/Nerve Centre power point presentation – L6. Editing Power
point handouts
iPads
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Lesson 6. Editing
Lesson Stage Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch

Teachers can use the Cinemagic/Nerve Centre power point 6 – Editing
Slide 1. Teachers can introduce the lesson by asking pupils what it means to
edit a film and discuss what is involved. The teacher can explain what will be
doing to edit their films.
Why do you need to edit your film?

Activities

Teachers can use the Nerve Centre power point 6 – Editing Teachers can
structure pupil activities around the slides

Debrief

Class discussion
Slide 19

Sharing Films
See iMovie Help for iMovie for iPad–Watch and Share Your Movies
https://help.apple.com/imovie/ipad/2.2.8/#/knac787725
Or see power point iMovie App Help Update 2019
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Lesson 1. Resource Sheet 1. My Five Decisions
NAME:

SITUATION

MY DECISION

MY REASON FOR
THE DECISION

GOOD OR BAD
DECISION – WHY?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Lesson 2. Mindfulness Teacher Notes
MINDFULNESS HELPS CHILDREN TO:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulate emotions
Build resilience
Build confidence and self-esteem
Develop coping skills
Manage stress and anxiety
Develop friendships, kindness and compassion

The best way for children to learn about mindfulness is through the embodiment of mindfulness by the
teacher. For mindfulness practices to really have an impact in the classroom it is essential that teachers
have some kind of regular practice themselves. Children will naturally learn what it means to be mindful
when they see it modelled by their teacher and when it is woven into the fabric of the classroom. Once
the teacher understands and has a real taste of the benefits, it is much easier to share this in a real and
authentic way with the children. We know that for real learning to take place children need to feel safe
and valued. By cultivating presence through mindfulness practices, teachers not only enhance children’s
learning but also give them ways to explore how to take care of their own mental health.
Towards a mindful classroom
For the teacher – find a way to develop your own mindfulness practice by taking time each day to either
meditate, practise using the body scan or mindful movement. My recommendation is to find a mindfulness
course that suits you and get some support in establishing a practice that is meaningful and relevant to
your life. Mindfulness is more than a technique or set of tools and can have a huge positive impact not only
in the classroom but in the lives of both the teacher and the children.
In the classroom
Make mindfulness part of what you do every day in the classroom – take ‘mindful breaks’ where you and
the children use the breathing cards to come back into the present moment. The more this becomes a habit
the easier it is for yourself and the children to come back to the breath when they are feeling stressed or
worried or find themselves in a situation that scares them. Using the breath gives time to pause. In the
pausing space we get to choose our response rather than reacting in our habitual fashion. For the children
we can encourage them to pause, breathe and choose a ‘wise response’. Before beginning a new lesson,
it can be helpful to do a mindful breathing practise. It often feels like pressing the refresh button on the
computer when we do this. We begin with a freshness and a focus. Use the resource package provided
(back of resource) to build mindfulness into the everyday routine in the classroom.
For more information about mindfulness courses for children, teachers and parents please contact Veronica
at mindfulnessconnect@gmail.com or visit www.mindfulnessconnectedlearning.co.uk
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Mindfulness FOR
for Children
MINDFULNESS
CHILDREN
Breathing Practices

Breathing Practices

This Booklet is produced by Veronica Ellis
Mindfulness Connected Learning
This Booklet is produced by Veronica Ellis
Mindfulness Connected Learning
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Breathing Exercises
Many children arrive in school weighted with anxiety, worry and stress. As a result they may have
a difficult time focusing in school. Their bodies may be used to being on high alert and they can
be extremely reactive. These children are often defensive, restless, disruptive, or withdrawn. Using
breathing exercises can help them to calm their minds, get in touch with their bodies by noticing
where the anger sits in their bodies…what happens in their bodies when they are sad, angry,
worried? By teaching breathing exercises the children can feel the changes in their bodies and
they become better equipped to deal with difficult emotions. It gives them a little space, a little
pause where they can choose a response rather than continuing to react out of habit.
Teaching children how to breathe in this way can be tricky. They may feel awkward, find it strange
and probably giggle and fidget in the beginning. However by making this a regular short practice
children soon realise that it really can help. They actually feel the difference in the body and they
begin to enjoy breathing in this way.

Holding the Breath
Sometimes when children are reluctant to participate in breathing exercises it can be
fun to set a bit of a challenge and ask the child to breathe in and hold the breath
for as long as he/she can. Using a stopwatch can create some competition. Ask
the child to breathe out until they feel as if all the air is out of the body and hold
the breath without breathing in. Use the timer again. Have a little inquiry with
the child as to what it was like to eventually breathe in and
breathe out again. This might lead into one of the other
practices…you might set another challenge to see how
many breaths they can count or how long they can keep their
attention just on their breathing.

Back to back breathing
This breathing exercise could be practised with 2 children or with a parent
and child. The pair sit back to back, feet flat on the floor and knees bent.
Invite the children or child and adult to take a breath in and feel their backs
pressing against each other, noticing how on the out breath the shoulders
release inwards and downwards and on the in breath there is a slight lift to the
body. Remind the pair that we are not forcing anything, not exaggerating and not
trying to control the breath. Stay in this position for as many breaths as feels
comfortable, encouraging the children or child and adult to feel the support
from the other person, sensing into their breath and the movement of both
bodies as they begin to move effortlessly together.
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Counting breaths
Invite the child to ‘sit well’ – sitting with feet hip width apart, back straight but not rigid and head
upright, chin very slightly tucked in. Start by asking the child to notice the movement of the breath
and follow the breath as it moves in and out of the body. Then show the child how to count the
breaths. Breathing in and out is 1, in and out again is 2 etc. Invite the child to count the breaths
up to 10. Do this with the child and suggest that if either of you lose count you return to 1 and
begin again. This can be a good way to focus attention on the breath and shows how our attention
wanders away from it very easily. We might compare how many breaths we each counted after 1
or 2 mins.

7/11 breathing
Sit with the child in a comfortable position, encouraging them to ‘sit well’. This 7/11 breathing
practice can also be done as part of the back to back breathing exercise. The idea is to count to 7
as you breathe in and count to 11 as you breathe out. Explain to the child that you don’t have to
change the breathing but rather make the counting fit the breath. After doing this a few times the
out-breath will slow down naturally. Draw attention to the lengthening out breath and let the child
know that with a longer out-breath comes greater calm.

Finger breathing
Tell the child to stretch their hand out like a starfish. Then ask the child to take their pointer finger
on the other hand and get ready to trace it round the outside of their starfish (hand and fingers!!)
As you do this together breathe in through the nose and out through the mouth. Put this together
and breathe in as you slide up each finger and out as you slide down the other side. Keep going
until you have finished tracing all the fingers and thumbs on both hands.
Make sure you are feeling the sensations in your hand as you do this. Maybe ask the child where
they feel it most and what it feels like, tickly, smooth, warm, cool etc?
(when the practice is over) and then repeat with the other hand. Sometimes children find this too
tickly or feel too self-conscious. An alternative is to hold each finger and breathe in and out. Start
with the thumb and breathe in and out, let go of the thumb and hold the forefinger- breathe in and
out and continue in this way until the child has held every finger.
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The Breath Ball
Before showing the child/children the ‘breath ball’ ask them to put their hands on their tummies
and encourage them to breathe in and out. You might need to model this for them and to breathe
more deeply than usual.
Tell the child/children that you are going to teach them how to ‘belly breathe’ so that they can use
their breath to calm them down or to help them focus or to simply enjoy breathing in a slightly
different way.
Show the children the ‘breathing ball’ or ‘mindfulness orb’ and explore the following breathing
practices with them.

Basic Breath Ball Practice
Introduce the practice by first modelling it for the child/children.
Using both hands, gently hold the breathing ball in front of your belly.
Hold one square on opposite sides of the sphere’s surface.
Take a deep breath in. As your belly expands, let the ball expand with it.
(As an added option, make your breath audible so the child can catch on
to the in-breath/out-breath pattern.) Breathe in fairly slowly, maybe holding
momentarily at the top of the breath as you fully expand the ball. As you
breath out, allow the sphere to contract to its smallest size. Repeat a few
times and ask if the child/children are ready to take their turn. You might even
count along in a rhythm (using the 7/11 breathing or in for three, hold for four,
out for five, or another ratio that’s easy to remember.)
If you have a small group this can be a great group activity. Invite the children
to sit in a circle and pass the breath ball slowly around the circle.
Allow each child the opportunity to breathe with the sphere three times and
lead the rest of the group in synchronizing their breaths before passing it on
to whoever is sitting next to them. Draw their attention to how everyone’s
breath is a little different – faster or slower, deeper or more shallow, more
smooth or rough, just like a fingerprint.

Breathing Buddies
Once your child or group has mastered breathing with the sphere, you can introduce breathing with
a buddy. Divide the children into pairs. Give each pair a breath ball Ask each child to grasp one of
the squares on opposites sides of the breath ball. Each pair should be standing (or sitting) with the
sphere between them. See if they can try to breathe in and breathe out together as they move the
sphere together. They might even see if they can find that pause between the in-breath and the
out-breath.
Synchronizing the breath in this way is an opportunity for the children to bond and it’s a great way
to promote connection, kindness, and community. They can count aloud together, or try breathing
together in complete silence.
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Group Breathing
Invite the children to form a circle and select a volunteer to stand in the centre. The volunteer
begins breathing with the breath ball. One by one, choose another focused child to join the one in
the middle, until the group has all grasped a corner of the breath ball and joins breathing in and out
together. See how many children can breathe together at once! This is another great opportunity
to get a group or class to synchronize their minds and bodies.

A Name Game
This is useful if the group needs to learn each other’s name (or you do) in a fast and fun way: Invite
the children to sit in a circle. Find a child whose name you know and ask them, “John, can I roll the
breathing ball to you?” Their response is, “Yes, Sarah, please role the ball to me.” You then roll the
ball over to them. They then have the opportunity to breathe three times before choosing another
participant who they know.

No Breath Ball? No Problem
If you don’t have one of these “magic” spheres, or left it at home, or your children are getting
restless waiting for their turn, no worries! Simply touch all ten fingers and palms together and
on the in-breath, expand your hands out while keeping your fingers touching, to create your very
own expanding breathing ball. Then can even do this in pairs facing each other. But it can get even
bigger than that! Kids can also stretch their arms way out wide like they are giving the whole world
a hug on the inhale, then wrap their arms around their own shoulders giving themselves a hug on
the out-breath for even bigger movements.

Belly Breathing with Cuddly Toy
Invite the child to lie down and to take a moment to feel the weight of the body on the floor asking
which parts of the body does he/she feel touching the floor. Explore sensations such as the soft
carpet, rug, the air on the exposed skin, the pressure where the heels, calves, buttocks, shoulders,
arms, hands and head are resting.
Next, put the child’s favourite cuddly toy on their tummy Take a moment to allow them to feel the
weight of the toy resting there. Is it heavy, wobbly, light? Ask the child where he/she can you feel
it the most.” Can you tell which parts of the toy are touching you, head, paws etc?”
Encourage the child to breath in gently and see if the toy moves upwards and then breath out and
feel the toy moving with the breath.
Do this for as many breaths as feels comfortable, once again reminding the child that there is no
need to force or control the breathing. The adult might join in this breathing exercise once the
child understands the exercise. Place another toy on your own tummy. Guide the child to notice
the breath as it happens and draw attention to the fact that you are both breathing at different
speeds.
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Square Breathing
You will need small squares of paper (post-its work well too). Model this technique for the child and
then guide them using pre- cut paper squares ( see above) Start with the bottom left corner and
trace your finger along the side going up. While doing this take in a deep breath. Then move your
finger (from top left corner) to the to right corner.
This represents holding the breath for four seconds. Bring your finger down (from the top right
corner) to the bottom right corner. As you do this, slowly exhale. Finally bring your finger along the
bottom edge of the square to your starting corner. This represents holding in between breaths for
four seconds. Repeat 3-5 times.

Glitter jar
What you need: A large jar with a lid, different coloured glitter and water.
Talk to the child about all the different emotions we feel. The child can add different coloured glitter
for each emotion that he/she thinks of.
Explain to the child that the jar is like our mind and sometimes when it is full of
thoughts and feelings it can feel a bit ‘crazy’. Shake the jar and show how it is difficult to see
through. Explain to the child that when we are really angry or upset it is difficult to think clearly
and sometimes we say and do things that are unhelpful. But we can calm our emotions by focusing
on our breathing. Practice some breathing exercises with the child as you watch the glitter settle.
The emotions are still there but they have calmed down a little and now we have some space to
respond rather than react. The child might even be able to name the emotion and work out what it
is he/she needs to do to feel better.
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LESSON 3
Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre
PowerPoint presentation
(copyright of the Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre)

How many people does it take
to make a movie?
• Iron Man 3 credits 3,310 crew members
• The average number of crew credits in the top 1,000 films
between 1994 and 2013 was 588.
• Over half of the top films had under 500 people in their crew

FILM MAKING
An introduction, with Cinemagic and Nerve Belfast.

•

On average the top films of the past two decades have each
had 3.5 writers, 7 producers, 55 people in the art department,
in visual effects. 32 in sound, 55 in camera / electrical and 156

•

A third of the workers on Love Actually were in the art
department
Now You See Me has six times the average number of people in
the camera department

•
•

23% of the people who worked on ‘Pokemon: The First Movie’
were in the music department

ROLES
Here are some more roles in the film industry. Each role requires a different set of skills, some
are more creative, some require organisational skills and some are practical.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Script Writer
Costume Designer
Director of Photography
Sound Editor
Sound Recording Engineer
Lighting Technician
Art Director
Set Designer
Hairdresser/Make Up Artist
Producer

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ROLES
There are many different roles in the film industry, Here are some you will try
out today.

ACTOR

Production Designer
Prop Designer/Maker
Storyboard Artist
Stunt Performer
Location Scout
Wardrobe Supervisor
CGI Special FX
Graphic Artist
Animator
Prosthetics Special FX

An Actor will play the
part of a character in
the film and work hard
to bring that character
to life.

CAMERA OPERATOR

Camera operators
and Directors of
Photography work
closely together to
create the best shot.

LIGHT

DIRECTOR
A Director calls the
shots on set and has a
grand vision of how the
film will look and feel.

EDITOR
The Editor stitches
all the shots together
and creates the final
product.

LIGHT
KEY WORDS

OVEREXPOSED - Too bright, no detail in the
brightest areas of the image.

LIGHTS,
CAMERA
ACTION!

UNDEREXPOSED - Too dark, no detail in the
darkest areas of the image.
CORRECT EXPOSURE- Try to find the right balance;
make sure there is no loss of detail
in areas of the image that are important.
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CAMERA

CAMERA
KEY WORDS

FOCUSED - Try to focus the camera on the areas
of the image that are most important.
STEADY - Try to keep the camera as steady as
possible. This will help to avoid shaky footage.
COMPOSITION- Try to include only the things
that are important to the scene in the shot.

ACTION!

ACTION
KEY WORDS
CALL THE SHOTS - “All quiet on set!”,
“Camera rolling” “Action” “Cut”
DIRECTION - Try to give as much direction to
your actors as possible. Make sure your actors aren’t
moving out of the shot or moving too quickly.
TAKES - Film 2 or 3 takes of each shot,
even if you think it is perfect.

SHOT TYPES
There are many different ways you can frame a shot.
Can you guess the reasons why each of them are used?

ESTABLISHING
SHOT

EXTREME LONG
SHOT

LONG SHOT

MID SHOT

CLOSE UP

EXTREME
CLOSE UP

(Medium Shot)
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(Wide Shot)

HIGH
ANGLE

LOW
ANGLE

BIRD’S EYE
VIEW

WORM’S EYE
VIEW

POINT OF
VIEW

OVER THE
SHOULDER

SHOT TYPE QUIZ

SHOT TYPE QUIZ

Can you guess the shot types used in these films?

IPAD CAMERA

Can you guess the shot types used in these films?

Things to remember:

Take pictures around the classroom using as many
different shot types as possible.

ESTABLISHING SHOT

EXTREME LONG SHOT

CLOSE UP

EXTREME CLOSE UP

BIRDS EYE VIEW

W ORMS EYE VIEW

LONG SHOT (W IDE)

HIGH ANGLE

POINT OF VIEW

MID SHOT

LOW ANGLE

•

Double tap for widescreen mode

•

Tap and hold for AE/AF LOCK (Auto
exposure and auto focus)

•

Hold camera in portrait mode - ie. not
like your phone

•

Be careful not to cover the
microphone with your hand

•

Hold the camera as steady as
possible

DEBRIEF
• What do you need to remember to do with
the iPad camera when you are ready to start
filming?
• What do you need to say when you are
calling the shots?
• How will you direct the actors?
• How many takes should you do?
• What different types of shots did you take?

OVER THE SHOULDER
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Having the confidence to say NO

Lesson 4. Resource Sheet 2a.
Planning: What Will Our Story Be About?
The story should be about a situation a young person might find themselves in where they are encouraged
by others to get involved in something that they know is ‘wrong.’ Depending on the decision they make this
could lead to:
•
•
•
•
•

hurting others
offending others
damaging property
getting into trouble, which may involve the police and their parents
having to face the consequences of their actions

Write down at least three ideas for your story
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Cinemagic, Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre & Mindfulness Connect

Lesson 4. Resource Sheet 2b: Making Decisions
We chose this story because…
OUR STORY

WE CHOSE THIS STORY BECAUSE…
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Having the confidence to say NO

Lesson 4. Resource Sheet 2c: Making Decisions
Thinking About Consequences
SITUATION

DECISION - YES!

CONSEQUENCE 1:

CONSEQUENCE 2:

CONSEQUENCE 3:
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Cinemagic, Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre & Mindfulness Connect

Lesson 4. Resource Sheet 3: Planning:
Where, Who, What?
WHAT IS THE SETTING FOR YOUR STORY?

WHO ARE THE MAIN CHARACTERS?
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Having the confidence to say NO

WHAT IS THE STORY PLOT?

WHAT COSTUMES WILL YOU NEED FOR YOU CHARACTERS?
ARE THERE ANY PROPS YOU NEED FOR YOUR SCENES?
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Cinemagic, Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre & Mindfulness Connect

Lesson 4. Resource Sheet 4: Planning:
Story Key Points
WHAT WILL BE YOUR FIRST SCENE?

WHAT IS THE SITUATION?
WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
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Having the confidence to say NO

HOW IS THE SITUATION RESOLVED?
HOW WILL YOUR STORY END?
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Cinemagic, Nerve Belfast Creative Learning Centre & Mindfulness Connect

Lesson 4. Resource Sheet 5: Story Board
GROUP NAME:
FILM:
1. Frame Title

2. Frame Title

3. Frame Title

Shot type

Shot type

Shot type

Sound Effect

Sound Effect

Sound Effect

Notes

Notes

Notes
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Having the confidence to say NO

Lesson 4. Resource Sheet 5: Story Board
GROUP NAME:
FILM:
4 Frame Title

5. Frame Title

6. Frame Title

Shot type

Shot type

Shot type

Sound Effect

Sound Effect

Sound Effect

Notes

Notes

Notes
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Cinemagic
49 Botanic Avenue
Belfast BT7 1JL
info@cinemagic.org.uk
CHARITY NO: NIC103071

